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Earlier today, the Formentera Island Council (CiF) convened a plenary session that featured the
first all-party political debate on the state of the island. CiF guidelines stipulate that a similar
debate take place once a year before the end of the first quarter. The first presentation duties
fell to CiF president Jaume Ferrer, who gave an overview of local conditions and recent Council
initiatives as well as a description of the main lines guiding Formentera Council policy, which he
called «a preservation model for an island that is unique».

  

In his speech the president underscored the growing momentum of the Consell d'Entitats, a
group of community representatives founded to promote debate on local issues, in addition to
surging levels of local involvement around subjects such as regulated parking in the la Savina
port and the planned Formentera landing relocation in the Eivissa port. Opposition to the
proposed move has already been the centrepiece of several Consell meetings. In addition,
President Ferrer pointed to consensus early on in the legislative session around a 14-point list
of priority projects agreed on by all of Formentera's political parties. He also highlighted planned
funding in 2016 for participatory budget items.

  

What is more, Ferrer spoke about the recent court ruling that overturned a significant portion of
the so-called Coastal Law (la llei de Costes) as it referred to the specific case of Formentera.
He bemoaned Partido Popular (PP) representatives' decision to break with consensus on such
a key issue and asked that it not happen again. Speaking on the subject, Ferrer declared: «We
want properties returned to their rightful owners, but not at the expense of coastal protections».

  

Consensus fighting landing move

  

Pointing to the broad consensus on Formentera to leave the location of the Eivissa-Formentera
landing unchanged, the president asked Partido Socialista representatives at the plenary to try
to «win the support of the socialist party and of [socialist] Govern president Francina Armengol»
on the issue. He also urged the conservative party's reps to do the same, arguing that «with
backing from the PP, the chances of having our voice heard increase». «We hope you'll do all
you can,» he added, «and you can be sure we will too».
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President Ferrer also spoke about a team of inspectors that will take to Formentera streets next
month. The six-person team, formed of two CiF staff members and four workers with six-month
contracts, will be tasked with «educating the public about municipal regulations and preventing
infractions». «Staying unique means making sure rules are respected,» he added.
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